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Set back from the pavement and featuring a low
brick wall at the front, an iron pedestrian gate and
paved path leads to a part glazed front door with
arched window above, which gives access to the
porch. A further door leads into the L-shaped
entrance hall with a beautiful original Victorian tiled
floor. At the end of the hall, before it turns left, is a
part glazed door to the garden. The turned staircase
features a carved wood balustrade and decorative
finials with a large storage cupboard under the
stairs, a further walk-in storage cupboard and the
part tiled downstairs cloakroom with WC and
pedestal wash hand basin.  

The entrance hall provides access to the reception
rooms, both of which have superb sash bay
windows that allow the light to flood in. The principal
reception room has a delightful fireplace with coal
effect gas fire, marble hearth, surround and mantel.
The second reception room with a wood floor also
features a charming open cast iron fireplace with a
more decorative marble surround and mantel, and
a slate hearth. To the rear are French doors that
lead into the garden.
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The superb kitchen/breakfast/family room to the
rear of the property features a fully fitted
contemporary modern kitchen which has a range of
wall, base and drawer units with granite work
surfaces above, a built-in double oven, a five-ring
gas hob and extractor hood above, and space for a
large American style fridge/freezer with plumbing
for a water and ice facility. There is a central island
with built-in cupboards and dishwasher, granite
work surface with inset stainless steel single drainer
sink unit and mixer tap, and space for four breakfast
stools on one side. Bifold doors provide plenty of
light into the room and give access to the rear
garden. 

From the family area is access to an inner hall which
leads to a utility room with tiled floor, space for a
washing machine and a tumble dryer, as well as a
part glazed door to the rear. The inner hall also leads
to a workshop, ideal as an office or a crafts room,
with a door to the outside.
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The turned staircase leads to the light and spacious
first floor landing with loft access and leading to
three good-sized bedrooms, a fourth single
bedroom and the family bathroom. The front two
bedrooms feature large sash bay windows and
fitted wardrobes. The principal bedroom to the rear
of the property benefits from a part tiled en suite
shower room with WC, wash hand basin and shower
cubicle. The fourth bedroom, also with a bay window
overlooking the garden, is currently being used as
an office and has fitted shelves. 

The spacious part tiled family bathroom has a free-
standing roll top bath with central mixer tap, wash
hand basin with cupboard below and mirror-fronted
bathroom cabinet above, heated towel rail, WC and
separate shower unit with curved glass door.
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A side access leads to a charming rear garden
which provides a good degree of privacy and
seclusion. There is a fabulous raised brick and
decoratively paved terrace that leads around the
side of the house with steps down on to the lawn.
Raised beds are featured along one wall and to the
back of the garden, with a small wooden garden
shed and a lovely painted summerhouse.

Council Tax Band: D

Tenure: Freehold

Double Bay Fronted Victorian Home
Luxury Four Piece Bathroom Suite
Four Great Sized Bedrooms
Modern Open Plan Kitchen Dining
Two Larger Than Average Reception Rooms
Beautifully Maintained Throughout
Utility And Workshop Area
Master Bedroom With Ensuite
Downstairs WC
Available With Limited Chain
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01162 960 940
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Disclaimer: The Particulars are issued on the understanding that all negotiations are conducted

through Oliver Rayns who for themselves or the Vendor whose agents they are, give notice that: (a)

Whilst every care is taken in the preparation of these particulars, their accuracy is not guaranteed,

and they do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Any intended purchaser must satisfy

himself by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of the statements contained in

these particulars. All measurements are approximate. (b) They do not accept liability for any

inaccuracy in these particulars nor for any travelling expenses incurred by the applicants in viewing

properties that may have been let, sold or withdrawn.


